Tableau Deployment Health check: £9,950 ex VAT
Who are we
Promatix are passionate about unleashing the potential of visual analytics by helping people
see and understand their data. We have chosen to work exclusively with Tableau as our
visual analytics tool because our key values are aligned, as a Tableau Partner and Tableau
Certified Professionals we have the expertise to deliver and flexibly to meet your needs.

Where you are
You have deployed Tableau within your organisation and one or more of the following is true;
 Uptake is not as expected
 Dashboard Performance is sub optimal
 You are not sure if you are using all of Tableau’s potential
 You are not sure if your dashboards are using visual analytics best practice
 You are unsure if you are making use of all the features available on Tableau Server
 You are unsure if your Tableau Server is performing optimally

What we can do
We can review all or some of the above areas, brief to be agreed prior to commencement.
This will take the form of onsite meetings with senior stakeholders to understand the vision for
the deployment, the developers to understand the current deployed content and the current
skill level within the team and the technical team to understand the current configuration and
performance of any server installations.
We will then write up our findings along with any recommendations on how to get from
where you are to the vision for your system.

Typical Health Check Timetable
Day 1 Onsite meeting with senior stakeholders, onsite meeting with Tableau Developers
Day 2 Onsite reviewing currently deployed dashboards with developers to understand the
intended audience and content of each, focussing on use of Tableau features and
dashboard performance
Day 3 Onsite reviewing the currently deployed dashboards in the location they are to be
consumed (Tableau server interface or local portal), focussing on Visual Best Practice
and storytelling, review of current server configuration and performance
Day 4-5
Covering questions raised during Days 1-3.
Day 6-9
Write up of findings and recommendations
Day 10 Presentation of findings and recommendations to senior Stakeholders.
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